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Abstract

This paper describes an approach to the use of citation links to improve the
scientific paper classification performance. In this approach, we develop two re-
finement functions, a linear label refinement (LLR) and a probabilistic label re-
finement (PLR), to model the citation link structures of the scientific papers for
refining the class labels of the documents obtained by the content-based Naive
Bayes classification method. The approach with the two new refinement mod-
els is examined and compared with the content-based Naive Bayes method on
a standard paper classification data set with increasing training set sizes. The
results suggest that both refinement models can significantly improve the system
performance over the content-based method for all the training set sizes and that
PLR is better than LLR when the training examples are sufficient.
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1 Introduction

As more and more scientific papers are published online these days, Scientific paper classifi-
cation has been becoming an important research area. It is useful for researchers, librarians,
publishers to search and organise papers into necessary categories according to their need.

Several scientific paper search engines such as Google Scholar and CiteSeer provide very
good tools for researchers for searching for scientific papers. However, searching for papers
on those engines is primarily based on keyword match and therefore, a search would often
result in a large number of hits, majority of which may not be relevant to what users look for.
A suggested solution to improving the search results is to categorise indexed documents into
predefined topics. Users can then select the topics they are interested in when performing a
paper search and the search engines need to search for documents in the specified topics only.
This mechanism can not only reduce search time, but also produce a more accurate hit list.

Since the late 1990s, many machine learning approaches for general document classifica-
tion have been developed. The most common methods are naive Bayes [1], k-nearest neigh-
bours [2], decision trees [3], support vector machines [4], maximum entropy [5], and neural
networks [6]. However, these methods usually extract features from document contents only.

Scientific papers, different from general documents, do not exist in isolation but are linked
together by a citation network. A paper normally cites other related published papers which
are likely to have similar topics. Hence, in addition to the information from documents’ own
contents, the citation structure provides another source of clue that could be exploited for a
better classification.

Link analysis has been researched intensively since the birth of the world wide Web.
Brin and Page exploited hypertext mining for PageRank, the technology behind the success
of Google [7]. Chakrabarti et al. [8] and Oh et al. [9] combined words from connected
documents into the feature vector of a document for classification. Lu and Getoor et al.
[10, 11, 12, 13] applied the relational model [14] for link mining and Craven and Slattery
[15] proposed combining statistical text analysis with a relational learner such as FOIL [16].
Most of these approaches suggest that the naive use of text from neighbouring documents
even degrades accuracy of the classification. One explanation is that link information is noisy
and the distribution of terms from neighbouring documents is not sufficiently similar to the
distribution of the “true” class. We applied a simple approach using the class information of
the neighbouring documents to update the labels of the papers obtained with the contents
and initial results were promising [17].

1.1 Goals

This paper aims to investigate an effective approach to the use of citation link structures
for further improving scientific document classification performance. In this approach, we
will first use the Naive Bayes method and the features extracted from document contents
to determine the class categories of the documents, then use the citation link structures to
refine the class labels. We will consider both a simple linear model and a complex probabilistic
model. The two models will be examined and compared with the content-based Naive Bayes
classifier on a standard data set with an increasing number of training examples. We will also
investigate how to develop the two models, whether this approach can improve the system
performance of the content-based classifier, and which model is better for scientific paper
classification.
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2 Content Based Document/Paper Classification

The problem of document classification can be stated formally as follows. Given a corpus
of n documents D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} and a set of predefined m categories or classes C =
{c1, c2, ...cm}, assign each document dj to one of the classes ci.

In the content based document classification systems, each document is converted to a
numeric feature vector di = (wi

1, w
i
2, ..., w

i
l ), where l is the number of features and wi

j is the
weight of feature j for document i. The most common document representation is the bag of

words model, where each unique word used in the corpus corresponds to a feature and the
weight wi

j reflects the number of occurrences of word j in document i.
A classifier is a function φ(dj) = (sj1, sj1, .., sjm) and sji is the category score of document

dj assigning to class ci. The document dj will be assigned to the category which has the
highest score:

C(dj) = arg maxi{sji} (1)

In this approach, we used the naive Bayes method to train the classifier. The naive Bayes
approach [18] applies the Bayes theorem to estimate the probability of a class given a test
document based on the assumption that words in the documents are independent given the
category. The method learns the parameters of a probabilistic model from the training data.

The classifier is trained by a set of examples S. A good training set should contain
sufficient examples from all categories, so that the characteristics of all categories could be
extracted by the classifier trainer.

In the scientific paper domain, citations are clearly a rich source of information to identify
topic of documents. There is a correlation of topics between two citing documents. It is
observable that the topic of a paper is related to that of papers it links to. This suggests
that, information in the citation structure could help the classification of scientific papers.
The next section describes the two new models for refining the results achieved by the content
based classifier.

3 Citation Links for Document Classification Refinement

In this approach, the naive Bayes method uses the contents of the documents themselves as
features to predict the initial class labels of the documents. A citation link based model is
then trained and used to refine the initial class labels (the results) obtained by the naive
Bayes method.

The class label of each document dj predicted by the naive Bayes classifier is a vector
Vj = (sj1, sj2, ..., sjm), where sjk is the likelihood of document dj for class ck. We need to
design a refinement model/function F to refine the label of the paper/document using the
class labels of its neighbours predicted. Letting Nj be the set of documents that connect
with document dj , then we have:

(Vj)new = F(Vj , Vj1, Vj2, ..., Vj|Nj |) (2)

or
(Vj)new = F(Vj , Vk) (3)

for refining the initial label by an individual neighbouring document dk.
We developed two models, linear label refinement and probabilistic label refinement, to

refine the class labels, which are described in the rest of this section.
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3.1 Linear Label Refinement (LLR)

LLR defines a linear function using the initial class labels of the neighbours of a paper to
refine the initial class labels of the paper. Assuming each neighbouring document dk has an
equal influence on the document dj, we add a fraction of those labels into the document’s
own class label to form the new refinement function.

(Vj)new = Vj + η
∑

k:dk→dj

Vjk (4)

where the refinement rate η is a parameter that reflects the influence of linked papers, which
is determined by an empirical search. The higher η, the more influence of the categories of
neighbouring documents on the target document.

The refinement process is performed iteratively until the class labels of all documents in
the corpus become stable.

3.2 Probabilistic Label Refinement (PLR)

There are several limitations of the LLR approach above. Firstly, the model is static and
the inference is dependent on the parameter η. Deriving a good parameter value requires
an empirical search and the parameter value found is unlikely to be optimal. Secondly, the
model is rather “naive” and may not capture the dependencies between the current paper
and the neighbours well.

The dependencies among documents in the corpus is presented by citation links. The
citation structure can be modelled as a directed graph in which vertexes are documents and
edges are citation links. As a paper can only cite other papers already published, there
should not be a circle in the graph. The graph is similar to the Bayesian network or the
belief network [19]. Therefore, we can use a method derived from the Bayesian network to
model the citation link structure and call it probabilistic label refinement, or PLR for short.

3.2.1 Modelling Citation Links.

A Bayesian network is a directed graph representing dependencies among random variables
[20]. Each node in the graph represents a random variable. An edge from node X to node Y

represents dependency in the form of conditional probability P (X|Y ). In this case, variable
X is said to be a parent of variable Y . Each node is associated with a conditional probability
distribution P (X|parents(X)) that represents the effects of the parents on the node.

A Bayesian network allows calculation of the probability of a node given that some other
nodes are observed. The well known inference algorithm in the Bayesian network is probability

propagation or message passing [19, 21, 22, 23].
If the graph is a poly-tree, there is at most one indirect path, and the complexity of

exact inference in the Bayesian network is linear to the size of the network. However, in
most cases, the network is multiply-connected and inference is NP-hard [24]. In this case,
the Monte Carlo method [25] can be used to generate samples from the distributions in the
network.

From the above observation, this approach can model the citation links by a variant
Bayesian network. An example of the network is shown in Figure 1. There are two types of
nodes in the network. Each round node represents a document, whose category is directly
influenced by its text and other neighbouring documents. A square node represents the text
of a document. Parent nodes of a document are its text node and other documents that
are cited by the document. For an example, document d3 cites documents d1 and d2, so its
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parents are its text node T3 and two document nodes d1 and d2. Document d3 in turn, is the
parent of documents d4 and d5 as it is cited by them.
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Figure 1: An example citation network.

In the citation network described above, the text nodes are observed. As a text node has
no parents and only a child node, it sends the probability message to its child node, which is
the document with the text content. Each document, upon receiving the belief probability
from its text node, sends messages to its parent and child document nodes. The detail of
inference in the citation network is described in next sub section.

3.2.2 Inference in Citation Network.

Assume we need to find the probability of a document dj belonging to class ci, P (dj = ci) (a
short notation for P (C(dj) = ci)) based on available information from its text Tj and citation
information Nj. We apply the Bayesian rule for that probability as:

P (dj = ci|Tj , Nj) =
P (Tj ,Nj |dj = ci)P (dj = ci)

P (Tj ,Nj)
(5)

Assuming that in a document, the content T and the neighbouring N are statistically
independent, we have:

P (Tj , Nj|dj = ci) = P (Tj |dj = ci)P (Nj |dj = ci) (6)

By cancelling out the normalisation factor 1
P (Tj ,Nj)

, equation 5 becomes:

P (dj = ci|Tj , Nj) ∝ P (Tj |dj = ci)P (Nj |dj = ci)P (dj = ci)

= P (Tj |dj = ci)P (dj = ci)P (Nj |dj = ci)

∝ P (dj = ci|Tj)P (Nj |dj = ci)

(7)
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where P (dj = ci|Tj) is the probability of document dj in class ci given its content. The
probability is exactly the category score computed by the content-based classifier. Therefore
the improvement would be obtained by multiplying with P (Nj |dj = ci). Further assuming
each neighbouring document nk is independent for dj , we can write P (Nj |dj = ci) as

P (Nj |dj = ci) =
∏

k:dk→dj

P (nk|dj = ci) =
∏

k:dk→dj

P (dj = ci|nk)P (nk)

P (dj = ci)
=

∏

k:dk→dj

P (dj = ci, nk)

P (dj = ci)

(8)
where dk is the set of neighbouring documents of dj and nk is the information for dj obtained
from dk.

The node dk is actually not observed. In fact, it can be computed by information from
its text node, which is equivalent to P (dk = ci|Tk), and the information from its neighbours
P (dk = ci|Nk). In other words, the category information of dk can be obtained from the
content based classification and label refinement from its neighbours. dk itself does not
generate information but encapsulates all messages it receives and passes on to dj. Suppose
messages received by dk are from some sources of evidence ek (which are Tk and Nk as shown
on Figure 2), message nk from dk to dj is actually ek. Therefore we have:

P (dk = ci|ek) = P (dk = ci|Tk,Nk), and P (dj = ci, nk) = P (dj = ci, ek) (9)

e

d j

kd

k

Figure 2: Information from dk to dj

As can be seen from Figure 2, information from ek is sent to dj via dk. Therefore, the
joint probability P (dj = ci, ek) can be factored as

P (dj = ci, ek) =
∑

l

P (dj = ci, dk = cl, ek)

=
∑

l

P (dj = ci|dk = cl)P (dk = cl|ek)P (ek)

=
∑

l

P (dj = ci|dk = cl)P (dk = cl|Tk,Nk)P (ek)

(10)

where l is all possible values of class cl.
P (ek) is again the common factor for all categories ci and thus can be normalised. Plug

equation 10 into equation 8 and equation 7, we obtain:
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P (dj = ci|Tj , Nj)

∝ P (dj = ci|Tj)
∏

k:dk→dj

∑
l P (dj = ci|dk = cl)P (dk = cl|Tk,Nk)P (ek)

P (dj = ci)

∝ P (dj = ci|Tj)
∏

k:dk→dj

∑
l P (dj = ci|dk = cl)P (dk = cl|Tk,Nk)

P (dj = ci)

(11)

In the above formula, P (dj = ci|Tj) is obtained from the content based classifier. P (dk =
cl|Tk, Nk) is the previous calculation on dk. The term P (dj = ci|dk = cl) and P (dj = ci) can
be learned from the training set.

3.2.3 Learning the Model.

The independence assumption we made above makes learning the network easier. Instead
of learning the full conditional probability distribution P (dj |parent(dj)), the model needs
only to learn the distribution P (dj = ci|dk = cl) that can be applied to all the citation
dependencies.

As a citation link can be either in-link (cited) or out-link (citing), we need to estimate
two conditional probability distributions, one for the case dj cites dk and the other for the
case dj is cited by dk. Each distribution is a matrix |C| × |C|. The entry (i, l) of the in-link
matrix is estimated from the training set by the maximum likelihood:

in-linkil = P (dj = ci|dk = cl) =
Lli∑
k Llk

(12)

where Llk is the number of citation links from a document in class cl to ck. Similarly, the
matrix out-link is also estimated as:

out-linkil = P (dj = ci|dk = cl) =
Lil∑
k Lkl

(13)

Finally, the prior probability is estimated as:

P (dj = ci) =
|Si|

|S|
(14)

where S is the examples in the training set and Si is the examples for class ci.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Experiment Design and Configuration

We used a subset of Cora, a real world scientific paper corpus [26] as test bed in the experi-
ments. The test bed contains 3098 papers in seven subjects of machine learning: case based,

probabilistic methods, learning theory, genetic algorithms, reinforcement learning, neural net-

works, and rule learning. The proportion of papers in each topic ranges from 7% in the rule
learning topic to 32% in the neural network topic. These papers are connected by 11713
citation links. 76% of citations are between papers of same class while 24% are cross topics.

For each experiment, we randomly select an equal portion of the papers from each category
to train a classifier, and use the rest as the test set to evaluate the classifier. We carry out
experiments on the cora by varying training set sizes, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% of
the cora, to examine the effect of each method. For the ease of notation, we name each
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configuration of the data set as CORAXX where XX is the percentage of training set. For
example, the set CORA40 refers to the use of 40% of the collection for training and 60% for
testing.

The training set is first used to train the naive Bayes content-based classifier, and then
used to learn the Bayesian citation network. For testing, we first apply the content based
naive Bayes classifier to compute the initial class labels of the documents, then use each of
two models to refine the classification results.

Each experiment is run 10 times. Note that the training set size for the 10 runs is the
same but the actual documents in the training set are different. For example, for each run
using the set CORA20, the system randomly selects 20% of the documents in each class to
make up the training set.

4.2 Results

Table 1 shows the average classification accuracy on the test sets over 10 runs of the naive
Bayes content based method, and the new approach with the LLR and the PLR models using
different sizes of the training set.

Table 1: Results (%) of the PLR, LLR and the content based classification.

Method \ Data set CORA20 CORA30 CORA40 CORA50 CORA60

Content Based Method 67.79 74.57 77.25 83.35 85.05
Content+citation1 (LLR) 84.40 85.39 85.96 86.51 86.75
Content+citation2 (PLR) 78.86 82.95 85.43 87.82 88.08

As can be seen from table 1, the systems with both the LLR and the PLR models achieved
significantly better classification results than the basic content based Naive Bayes method for
all the data sets, suggesting that the citation link refinement for classification does improve
the system performance and that the citation link information is important for scientific
paper classification.

As expected, for all the three methods, as the training set size increased, the system
performance also got improved. However, the improvements over different training set sizes
were quite different.

When there is only a small set of training examples such as CORA20 and CORA30,
LLR outperformed PLR. As the training set increased, the PLR method showed a clear
advantage over LLR. This is mainly due to the nature of the two methods: the LLR is only
an approximated modelling of the citation structure, but the PLR method can learn high
level hidden patterns between the citation links and the contents of the scientific papers when
the training examples are sufficient. Because of this nature, the PLR spent a bit longer time
than the LLU method for the training process.

Accordingly, whenever there are sufficient scientific papers/documents that can be used for
training, the PLR method is recommended. Only when is there very few existing documents
for training, LLU is a good choice.

5 Conclusions

The goal of this paper was to investigate a new approach to the use of the citation links to
refine the initial results obtained from the content-based classifier. The goal was successfully
achieved by developing two refinement models, the linear label refinement (LLR) and the
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probabilistic label refinement (PLR), to refine the class labels of the documents obtained by
the content-based naive Bayes classification method. The system with the two refinement
models was examined and compared with the content based Naive Bayes method on a stan-
dard paper classification data set with increasing training set sizes. The results suggest that
both refinement models significantly improved the system performance.

The LLR method refined the initial label of a document by adding the labelling informa-
tion of its neighbours multiplied by a constant. The PLU applied a variant Bayesian network
to model the citation structures and used a message passing algorithm for propagating class
label information around the citation network. Our experiments suggest that whenever there
are sufficient scientific papers/documents that can be used for training, the PLR method is
recommended. Only when are there very few existing documents for training, LLR will be a
good choice.

While PLR has made good improvement over the other methods, we believe that it can
be further improved by embedding some exact inference algorithms such as junction tree or
clustering. We will also investigate some temporal approaches such as hidden Markov models
and dynamic Bayesian networks for modelling the citation structure in the future.
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